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Phase separation in suspensions of colloids, polymers and nanoparticles:
Role of solvent quality, physical mesh, and nonlocal entropic repulsion
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Analytic and numerical microscopic integral equation theory for polymer–particle suspensions is
employed to investigate the dependence of fluid–fluid phase separation on size asymmetry, solvent
quality, and higher order polymer–polymer interactions. For athermal good solvents, our prior novel
prediction of enhanced miscibility with increasing~decreasing! polymer~particle! size is found not
to be fundamentally tied to physical mesh formation or strong polymer-induced colloid clustering.
Rather, the key is a proper treatment of the polymer second virial coefficient, which is sensitive to
how chains organize in the empty space between particles. The origin of the qualitative error made
by classic mean-field theories for the shifting of phase boundaries with size asymmetry is
established. The phase separation behavior predicted by integral equation theory for ideal polymers
is completely different than the athermal case for all size asymmetries and particle volume fractions,
thereby establishing the remarkably large consequences of polymer–polymer repulsions. For large
polymers or small nanoparticles under ideal solvent conditions, the suspension miscibility worsens
with increasing size asymmetry, opposite to the athermal solvent behavior. However, over a
significant range of intermediate size asymmetries the spinodal curves are either nearly constant, or
display a nonmonotonic shifting, as size asymmetry is varied. Higher order contributions in polymer
concentration modestly stabilize the miscible phase in both athermal and ideal solvents. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1538600#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase behavior of polymer–particle suspensions
complex subject due to the large variability in polyme
particle size disparity, solvency conditions, and the prese
of multiple physical forces including Coulomb, exclude
volume, and attractive van der Waals.1–7 The simplest real-
ization of such ternary mixtures is the~nearly! athermal sys-
tem composed of flexible nonadsorbing polymer co
~radius-of-gyrationRg) and hard sphere colloids~radiusR).
Such a model suspension continues to display rich and
zling behavior as the full parameter space is explored,
can exist as a homogeneous fluid, two coexisting fluids,
existing crystal and fluid, or in nonequilibrium gel or gla
states.2–6 Relevant parameters are polymer–particle s
asymmetry ratioj5Rg /R, particle volume fractionfs ,
polymer concentration in units of the dilute–semidilu
crossover valuecp /cp* , and solvent quality~good, theta,
poor! which controls the effective polymer–polyme
interactions.2–4,7–11

For Rg /R.0.3 or so, such suspensions first under
fluid–fluid phase separation with increasingcp /cp* and/or
particle volume fraction.2–4,7,11 This is the topic of the
present work. Demixing is driven by the entropic ‘‘depletio
attraction’’ between particles induced by polymer additives12

Systematic experimental study of the dependence of ph
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separation on size asymmetry has only recently been acc
plished under athermal good solvent conditions character
by strong repulsive interactions between all componen4

Classic theories7,11,12have been formulated from a colloida
perspective (R@Rg) utilizing multiple simplifica-
tions, the most severe of which are:~i! approximating a flex-
ible polymer by a sphere which neglects internal or segm
tal ~conformational! degrees of freedom, and~ii !
ignoring all polymer–polymer interactions~polymer
' ‘‘phantom sphere’’!. These approximations are plausib
~at best! under the restrictive conditions of an ide
theta solvent, dilute polymer concentrations (cp /cp* !1),
and theR.Rg colloidal regime. Based on these simplific
tions, the classic statistical thermodynamic approac
~two-component7 or effective one-component11,12! predict, in
analogy with the liquid–vapor transition of a one-compone
fluid, that suspensions become less miscible asRg /R in-
creases due to the growing spatial range of the deple
attraction. The domain of validity of this prediction has be
unknown due to the difficulties in relaxing simplifications~i!
and ~ii !, which require an explicit treatment of polyme
statistics.13 Recently, a new microscopic liquid state descr
tion of structure, thermodynamics, and phase separation
been developed and applied8–10which combines and extend
ideas from atomic and polymeric integral equati
theory.14–16This ‘‘polymer reference interaction site mode
~PRISM! theory14,15 is potentially applicable over all range
of suspension parameters. Initial applications to ather
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3881J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 8, 22 February 2003 Phase separation in suspensions
mixtures resulted in the novel prediction that suspens
miscibility improves with increasingRg /R, opposite to the
classic theories.7,11

The qualitative differences between the classic and
uid state theory phase behavior predictions motivated
makrishnanet al.4 to experimentally study model atherm
suspensions whereRg /R was varied from 0.026 to 1.4. Mis
cibility was found to monotonically improve with increasin
Rg /R, confirming the novel PRISM prediction. This tren
for Rg,R was subsequently found via large scale Mon
Carlo simulation using an approximate ‘‘soft colloid’’ mod
of polymers.17 Turbidity measurements of colloidal conce
tration fluctuations in the homogeneous fluid phase have
been performed.18 PRISM theory was found to be quite a
curate over the entire range of size asymmetry, while
classic approaches incurred large errors for both small
large values ofRg /R.

A primary conclusion drawn from the theory
experiment comparisons4,7,10,18 is that in athermal suspen
sions the consequences of relaxing approximations~i! and
~ii ! are very large. However, a ‘‘simple’’ and unique expl
nation is not readily deduced since PRISM theory includ
multiple effects not in the classic approaches:~a! nonlocal
polymer–particle entropic repulsion;~b! polymer–polymer
repulsions;~c! polymer conformational degrees of freedom
and ~d! nondilute polymer concentration effects. Dise
tanglement of the consequences of including these aspe
not straightforward.

The goals of the present paper are to establish the
damental origin of the novel phase separation prediction
PRISM theory by systematically simplifying it. In pursuit o
this goal, three additional questions are addressed.~1! The
role of physical mesh formation and polymer-induced coll
dal clustering~free-volume modification! in an athermal sus
pension is investigated by taking the dilute polymer conc
tration limit in analogy with what is donea priori in the
classic approaches. Physically, one expects such a sim
cation will enhance depletion attraction between partic
and facilitate phase separation, but in a manner that
depend onRg /R and colloid volume fraction.~2! The direct
and indirect role of polymer–polymer repulsions is inves
gated by considering the antithesis of an athermal solven
‘‘ideal theta’’ solvent where polymers are treated as non
teracting Gaussian random coils. Such ideal models h
been the primary focus of prior theoretical7,11,12,19–21and
computer simulation22 studies due to the simplifications
affords. The absence of polymer–polymer repulsions is
pected to enhance depletion attraction since no excess
energy penalty is incurred if polymers cluster.~3! The impor-
tance of the loss of conformational entropy when polym
segments are close to hard particles is established under
solvent conditions. Inclusion of this ‘‘nonlocal entropy’’ e
fect is the primary new component of the recent PRIS
theory,8–10 and it plays a critical role in the novel phas
separation predictions for athermal suspensions. Altho
any extra polymer–particle repulsion favors phase sep
tion, the strongly nonadditive nature of excluded volume
teractions in an ideal solvent is expected to render their
fects of a quantitative, not qualitative, nature.
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The above discussion provides a summary of many
our findings which will be established using a combinati
of analytic analysis and specific numerical calculations. S
eral unexpected subtleties also arise for phase separatio
theta solvents. We also establish the origins of the error
the classic approaches which become increasingly seve
colloid volume fraction increases and/or theRg.R regime is
entered.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Sec. II the two classes of theories and models considered
described. Since the technical details of the theories h
been thoroughly documented in the literature,7–10 we only
summarize the key elements. The dilute polymer version
PRISM theory is developed in Sec. III and contrasted w
the full theory and the classic mean-field approach. Sec
IV presents our numerical and analytic results and addre
points ~1!–~3! enumerated above. The paper concludes
Sec. V with a summary and future outlook. Technical deta
of the numerical implementation of PRISM theory are giv
in the Appendix.

II. THEORY AND MOLECULAR MODELS

A ternary mixture of polymers, particles, and small mo
ecule solvent is simplified to an effective binary system
treating the solvent as a continuum which influences only
effective pair decomposable interactions between polym
segments and particles. The relevant system parameters
coil radius of gyrationRg , colloid diameterD52R, poly-
mer number densitycp , and colloid volume fractionfs

5prsD
3/6. The two binary mixture theories considered a

the ‘‘phantom sphere free-volume’’~PSFV! thermodynamic
approach7 and PRISM.8–10

A. PSFV approach

The phantom sphere free-volume approach of L
kerkerker and co-workers7 considers a model suspension
hard spheres and noninteracting polymer coils in the dil
polymer limit. Polymers chains are replaced by spheres w
no internal~conformational! degrees of freedom which ca
pass freely through each other~‘‘ideal’’ ! but act as hard
spheres of radiusRg when interacting with colloids. The
Helmholtz free energy consists of three terms: a pure h
sphere~HS! part, a pure~noninteracting! polymer contribu-
tion due to center-of-mass translation, and a polymer–col
interaction term strictly linear incp . The latter follows from
computing the free-energy cost to insert a single polym
into the hard sphere fluid and is quantified by a ‘‘free-volum
fraction,’’ a, which depends onfs and size asymmetry ratio
j5Rg /R.

Using scaled particle theory~SPT! for hard sphere
mixtures,23 the insertion chemical potential,bdmp , and frac-
tional free volume,a, are given by

bdmp52 ln a52 ln~12fs!1A
fs

12fs
1BS fs

12fs
D 2

1CS fs

12fs
D 3

~1!
A53j13j21j3, B59j2/213j3, C53j3,
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from which the phase boundaries may be determined.7 The
spinodal curve, defined as the polymer and colloid densi
at which the osmotic compressibility diverges, is

cp
1

cp*
5

~12fs!
4~112fs!

L

~2!

L5fs@212t1
3115jt1

2t226j2t1t2
21j3t2

3#,

wheret15fs21, t252fs11, cp
1 is the polymer concentra

tion at the spinodal, and 1/cp* 54pRg
3/3 is the polymer coil

volume Vp . The PSFV theory predicts fluid–fluid spinod
~and binodal! boundaries shift monotonically to smaller r
duced polymer concentrationcp /cp* as j increases. Even in
the j,1 ‘‘colloid’’ regime under relatively dilute polymer
concentrations, this is the opposite trend observed in re
athermalgood solvent experiments.4

B. PRISM theory

PRISM theory14,15 is a macromolecular extension of th
RISM theory of Chandler and Andersen for small, rigid, m
lecular fluids.16 It is based on an interaction site represen
tion of molecules and a generalization of the mat
Ornstein–Zernike equation. The latter relates the interm
lecular site–site pair correlation functions as a function
scalar site separationhi j (r )5gi j (r )21, the intermolecular
site–site direct correlation functionsCi j (r ), and the intramo-
lecular structure factorsv̂ i(k), where the caret denotes Fo
rier transformed functions~wave vector,k). The subscriptsi
and j denote the mixture species, andr is the real space
separation. In Fourier space, the matrix integral equations
molecules composed of chemically identical interaction s
are

ĥi j ~k!5v̂ i~k!F Ĉi j ~k!v̂ j~k!1(
l

Ĉi l ~k!r l ĥl j ~k!G . ~3!

Explicit chain end effects have been ignored.14 The structure
factors describing collective partial density fluctuations
given by

Ŝi j ~k!5r iv̂ i~k!d i j 1r ir j ĥi j ~k!. ~4!

The diagonal elements of the matrix of partial structure f
tors are nondimensionalized via division byr i , the site num-
ber density (rs ,rp5cpN). The intramolecular structure fac
tor for hard sphere colloids isv̂s(k)51. A field theoretic
type description of flexible polymers as infinitely thin co
tinuous Gaussian random walks or ‘‘threads’’ is employed14

In this model, the number of sites per polymerN is irrelevant
and only the global polymer size enters.8–10 The intramo-
lecular structure factor is approximated by

ṽp~k!5
1

N
v̂p~k!5

1

11k2Rg
2/2

, ~5!

which is accurate to within 15% of the exact Gauss
model24 and simplifies the partial analytic solution of th
coupled nonlinear integral equations.25 This form is rigor-
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ously applicable for ‘‘ideal’’ polymers. We also employ it a
an approximate ‘‘effective’’ Gaussian model for interactin
polymers as commonly done in field theoretic approache24

To solve Eq.~3!, the new ‘‘modified Percus–Yevick’
~mPY! closure approximation for hard core site–site inte
molecular interactions is employed.8–10The mPY closure en-
forces the local exclusion constraint and accounts for non
cal polymer–particle entropic effects in a thermodynamica
consistent manner, and is given by

gii ~r !50 for r ,Rii

Cii ~r !>0 for r .Rii ~6!

Ĉps~k!5
Ĉps

s ~k!

11k2l2 , Cps
s ~r !>0 for r .Rps ,

whereRi j is the distance of closest approach between in
action sites of the typei and j (Rss5D andRps5D/2). The
correlation lengthl describes the loss of conformational e
tropy when polymer segments are within a distancel of a
particle surface. It is computed by enforcing the constrain
thermodynamic self-consistency on the polymer insert
chemical potential based on the compressibility and fr
energy routes to the thermodynamics.8–10 If l50, the site–
site PY approximation is recovered. In analogy with ha
sphere mixtures,26,27based on the PY closure, spinodal pha
separation is not found in athermal mixtures of repelli
coils and spheres due to the quantitative underestimat
depletion attraction effects by the local P
approximation.8,10,28

The nonlocality lengthl is a function of all system vari-
ables, and depends oncp and fs in a manner that capture
many-body screening effects due to polymer and colloid c
centration fluctuations.8–10 A convenient analytic interpola
tion formula forl is9

l215
&12pcpRg

3

Rg
1

112fs

12fs

g1

D
, athermal solvent

~7!

l215
&

Rg
1

112fs

12fs

g1

D
, ideal solvent

whereg1[11A5. The athermal solvent expression incu
errors in rigorous enforcement of thermodynamic cons
tency of ,20% over the entire parameter range. The id
solvent formula follows from the athermal result by ignorin
blob screening effects consistent with the literal neglect
polymer–polymer interactions.10,13

For the thread model under athermal good solvent c
ditions, the pointlike polymer–polymer repulsions enter v
the PY closure:14 Cpp(r50)5Cppd(r ), whereCpp is chosen
to enforce the local segmental scale excluded volume co
tion, gpp(r 50)50, and is necessarily a function of all sy
tem parameters. In field theoretic language,2Cpp plays the
role of a self-consistentlydetermined excluded volume pa
rameter. In strong contrast, ideal solvent conditions are
fined as allowing polymers to pass through each oth
Cpp(r )50 for all r . In the absence of particles and in th
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3883J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 8, 22 February 2003 Phase separation in suspensions
dilute polymer limit,Cpp50 corresponds to the classic de
nition of ideal theta conditions and a vanishing second~and
higher order! virial coefficient.29 Analytic progress has pre
viously been made for the athermal case based on
Wiener–Hopf factorization method.9 In the present work we
also employ iterative numerical methods as described in
Appendix.

The criterion for fluid–fluid spinodal phase separation
the divergence atk50 of all partial structure factors, o
equivalently vanishing of the determinant of the free-ene
second partial derivative matrix. This follows from Eqs.~3!
and ~4! as14

0512rsĈss2cpC̃pp1cprs~C̃ppĈss2C̃ps
2 !, ~8!

whereĈi j 5Ĉi j (k50), C̃pp5ĈppN
2, andC̃ps5ĈpsN.

The single polymer insertion chemical potential calc
lated via the compressibility route is given by9

Nbdmpucp5052E
0

rs
C̃ps~k50;rs8!drs8 . ~9!

For this property, solvent quality as manifested in the eff
tive intermolecular polymer–polymer interaction isirrel-
evant. Analytic analysis of PRISM-mPY yields an expressi
that reduces in the extreme colloid (j→0) and extreme
nanoparticle (j→`) limits to9

Nbdmpucp5052 ln~12fs!, j→0, ~10!

Nbdmpucp505
3

8
g1j2

fs~21fs!

~12fs!
2 , j→`. ~11!

For large, Gaussian polymers, Eq.~11! correctly scales as
(Rg /R)dF;N, wheredF52 is the fractal dimension of an
ideal random coil. This is in strong contrast to the;(Rg /R)3

scaling in Eq.~1! of the PSFV theory7 which becomes un-
physical asj.1, since the chain nature of polymers allow
them to ‘‘wrap around’’ colloidal obstacles.8

III. PERTURBATIVE LIMIT

PRISM-mPY theory accounts for contributions throu
all orders in polymer concentration; hence, ‘‘physical mes
formation9,10,24as the semidilute solution state is approach
and entered.A priori, it is not obvious how important this
aspect is. In order to elucidate the connection of the inte
equation theory to the PSFV model, and the primary phys
origin of the novel predictions of the former for atherm
solvents, we analyze PRISM theory through lowest orde
polymer concentration. The analytic analysis provides
basis for interpretation of the numerical results presente
Sec. IV.

A. Rigorous lowest order analysis

We first consider an exact perturbative in polymer co
centration analysis,independentof solvent quality. Inspec-
tion of the spinodal condition of Eq.~8! reveals that through
lowest order only the infinite dilution values ofC̃ps andC̃pp

are needed, corresponding to the problems of one or
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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polymers in a hard sphere fluid. These can be computed f
Eq. ~3!, which decouple into three independent equatio
However, the first-order correction to the colloid–colloid d
rect correlation function, which describes polymer-induc
modification of sphere packing, is required. Thus, throu
lowest order

C̃pp~cp!5C̃pp~cp→0!8C̃pp
0 ,

Ĉss~cp!5Ĉss~cp→0!1cpDĈss8ĈHS1cpDĈss, ~12!

C̃ps~cp!5C̃ps~cp→0!8C̃ps
0 ,

which is referred to as O(cp) PRISM, or ‘‘PRISM0,’’ theory.
The quantityDCss follows from a perturbative analysis o
Eq. ~3! and is given by the linear integral equation

Dĥss~k!5ŜHS
2 ~k!@DĈss~k!1ṽp~k!C̃ps

0 ~k!2#,
~13!

Dhss~r !50, r ,2R, DCss~r !50, r .2R,

where ŜHS(k)5(12rsĈHS(k))21 is the hard sphere struc
ture factor, andŜHS(k50)5(12fs)

4/(112fs)
2 is the di-

mensionless compressibility.30 Analytic expressions are
available forC̃pp

0 and C̃ps
0 ,9 but notDĈss.

Through leading order in polymer concentration Eq.~13!
appliesindependentof intermolecular polymer–polymer in
teractions. Thus, within our effective Gaussian chain mo
approximation,solvent quality~interchain interactions! plays
no role in polymer mediated (depletion) colloidal clusterin
through lowest order. The spinodal boundary in Eq.~8! may
then be rigorously written through O(cp) as

0512cprsŜHSDĈss12cpB2,pp . ~14!

Here, the polymer molecule effective second virial coe
cient consists of ‘‘direct’’ and ‘‘indirect’’~colloid mediated!
contributions9,28

2B2,pp52ĥpp
0 N252C̃pp

0 2rsŜHSC̃ps
0 2, ~15!

cp
1

cp*
5

Vp

22B2,pp1rsŜHSDĈss

5
Vp

C̃pp
0 1rsŜHS~DĈss1C̃ps

0 2!
, ~16!

wherecp
1 is the polymer concentration at the spinodal. No

that polymer–polymer interactions or solvent quality is r
evant to demixing via its influence onB2,pp , which will be
shown to be very important for phase behavior.

An alternative exact form of the spinodal boundary fo
lows from using the generalized Maxwell relation31 appro-
priate to thecp→0 limit of present interest

DĈss5]Ĉss/]rp52]2dmp /]rs
2. ~17!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Combining Eqs.~14! and ~17! yields

05112cpB2,pp1cprsŜHS]
2bdmp /]fs

2,
~18!

cp
1

cp*
5S 2

2B2,pp

Vp
2fsS R

Rg
D 3

ŜHS

]2

]fs
2 bdmpD 21

.

The second term in the right-hand side denominator of
~18! is negative. Hence, phase separation requires a s
ciently negativeB2,pp corresponding to colloid driven clus
tering of polymer coils. This isalways possible under idea
coil conditionswhere excluded volume effects are strong
nonadditive, since polymers can~unphysically! pass through
each other. But, it isnot guaranteed for athermal solvent
making theoretical description of this case far more sub
and difficult.

The second term in Eq.~18! is unimportant ifj@1 @as
rigorously follows from Eq.~20! below#, and Eq.~18! takes
the form appropriate for a polymer solution at an effect
second virial level

05112cpB2,pp , j@1. ~19!

For an athermal suspension, addition of polymer doesnot a
priori guarantee a negativeB2,pp or fluid–fluid demixing.

In general, the qualitative behavior of the O(cp) phase
boundaries depends on the bare interactions and all t
direct correlation functions. Further simplifications will b
deduced by utilizing analytic ‘‘scaling’’ results in the ex
treme size asymmetry regimes

C̃ps
0 ;2Rg

2R, DĈss;2Rg
2R4 for j@1,

~20!

C̃ps
0 ;2R3, DĈss;2R6 for j!1.

These results follow from Eqs.~9!–~11! and ~17!, and have
been discussed previously.9 Note that in thej@1 extreme
nanoparticle regime,DĈss is smaller thanC̃ps

0 2 by a factor
;j2, which provides the justification for the reduction
Eq. ~18! to Eq. ~19!. Physically, it also implies that whe
polymers are much larger than the particles the local col
dal structure is nearly unaffected by the~now long-range!
depletion attraction,10 consistent with classic van der Waa
fluid ideas.14,16,30

The above analysis holds for arbitrary solvent qual
We now apply the perturbative results to understand the
iting ideal and athermal solvent behaviors.

B. Ideal polymer limit

In the ideal limit the polymer–polymer direct correlatio
function vanishes. Only the second~attractive! contribution
in Eq. ~15! remains. Employing Eq.~9! then yields

2B2,pp→2rsŜHSS ]bdmp

]rs
D 2

, ideal. ~21!

If polymers do not interact, the colloid-induced contributio
to their second virial coefficient is determined solely
knowledge of the polymer insertion chemical potential a
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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hard sphere compressibility. This simplification is assum
by PSFV theory7 and other recent approaches~‘‘superposi-
tion approximation’’!.32 This result isnot rigorous if poly-
mers interact, and the consequences in good solvents
enormous.4,10

Under ideal conditions, substituting Eq.~21! in Eq. ~18!
yields a spinodal condition which is applicable for all si
asymmetry ratios and is identical in general form to th
employed in the PSFV theory. The first and second deri
tives of the polymer insertion chemical potential enter, wh
can be compactly expressed in terms of the fractional fr
volume function,a5exp(2bdmp), as3,4

cp
1

cp*
5~fsŜHS!21~Rg /R!3aS ]2a

]fs
2D 21

, ideal. ~22!

This equation reduces exactly to the PSFV result of Eq.~2! if
the ideal polymer coils are approximated as hard spheres
scaled particle theory is employed to compute the fractio
free volume. Hence, for this ideal polymer limit the diffe
ences between the perturbative PRISM and PSFV theo
can be precisely identified as enteringsolely through the
single polymer insertion chemical potential.

In the j@1 nanoparticle limit, Eqs.~15!, ~18!, and~20!
show that the colloid-induced attractive contribution to t
polymer second virial coefficient dominates the determi
tion of the spinodal. Thus, very large differences betwe
PRISM and the PSFV theories occur due to the PSFV tr
ment of a polymer as a hard sphere. In particular, Eqs.~1!,
~11!, and~22! yield

cp
1

cp*
} H ~R/Rg!3, ideal1PSFV, j@1,

~R/Rg!, ideal1PRISM, j@1.
~23!

The ‘‘polymer'hard sphere’’ approximation results in
massive reduction of miscibility, as also found more recen
by an alternative approach.33

In the j!1 colloid regime, representing a polymer as
sphere is far more tenable, and one expects only quantita
differences between the PSFV and PRISM approaches
ideal coils. This argument is verified in Sec. IV C.

C. Athermal limit

Under athermal solvent conditions, strong polyme
polymer repulsions result in qualitatively new phase beh
ior associated with a nonzero value ofC̃pp

0 . The latter is
self-consistently chosen to enforce local excluded volu
between polymer segments:gpp(r 50)50. This constraint is
highly nontrivial and effectively couples local packing co
siderations to long wavelength~thermodynamic! properties.
It is the origin of the ability of PRISM theory for atherma
semidilute polymer solutions to correctly capture strong c
relation effects consistent with scaling arguments and fi
theory.14,24The analytic result in the low polymer concentr
tion limit is9

2Ĉpp
0 }

l p
4

jR S 1

12fs
1

3jfs~21g1!2

2&g1
2~12fs!

2D , ~24!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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wherel p
25Rg

2/2N is an effective polymer step or persisten
length (N-independent for ideal coils andl p

2}N1/5 for self-
avoiding walks!. In the dilute colloid limit, 2Ĉpp

0 }Rg
21,

consistent with recoveringB2,pp}Rg
3 from Eq. ~15! for both

ideal and good solvent conditions. With increasing collo
volume fraction,2Ĉpp

0 and the corresponding contributio
to the polymer second virial coefficient in Eq.~15! become
increasingly repulsive, approaching a finite limiting value
the extreme nanoparticle limit.

Any approximation which computesB2,pp by simply
adding a ‘‘bare’’ isolated two chain contribution~second
virial in absence of colloids! to the colloid-induced contribu
tion determined under ideal conditions@Eq. ~21!# is not valid.
This is dramatically illustrated by the fact Eqs.~15! and~20!
imply that in the nanoparticle regime the PSFV approa
predicts B2,pp;2Rg

4/R, which corresponds to a muc
greater depletion attraction than the PRISM result ofB2,pp

;Rg
3 .9 The full PRISM theory polymer second virial coeffi

cient result in theRg@R regime is9

B2,pp5
&pRg

3

~112fs!
F12

36fs

12fs

11g11g1
2/3

g1
3 G , j@1.

~25!

The B2,pp;Rg
3 dependence is identical to the pure polym

solution behavior, in which case the prefactor is proportio
to the segmental excluded volume parameter, which is p
tive in good solvents. Colloidal particles induce polym
clustering which reduces, and can~depending on colloid vol-
ume fraction! reverse the sign of, the polymer effective se
ond virial coefficient. In the extreme colloid limit ofj!1,
very different behavior is predicted by PRISM theory9

B2,pp52
p

12
D3

f~12f!2

~112f!2 , j!1. ~26!

The magnitude of the polymer second virial coefficient
now controlled by colloid size and is negative for all collo
volume fractions. A detailed study ofB2,pp over the entire
range of parameters has been given previously.9

As will be shown in Sec. IV B, thej- andfs-dependent
consequences of polymer–polymer repulsions onB2,pp is the
fundamental physical effect which reverses in good solve
the ~incorrect! shifts of phase boundaries withRg /R pre-
dicted by the PSFV and related classic approaches. A p
attempt within the PSFV framework to access the role
polymer–polymer repulsions concluded it had only a min
effect on phase behavior,34 in contrast to PRISM theory an
experiment.4 The primary origin of this disagreement is th
inability of the prior approach to determine howB2,pp is
modified by the presence of colloids under conditions
strong polymer repulsions.

IV. RESULTS

A. Role of nondilute polymer concentration for
athermal solvents

‘‘Full’’ ~contributions through all orders incp) PRISM-
mPY numerical results for polymer–colloid mixture spinod
boundaries in an athermal good solvent have been prese
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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previously.8–10 Analytic expressions for the spinodal hav
been derived in the extremej→0 andj→` limits,8,10 and
are given by

cp
1

cp*
5

2&

3

~11fs22fs
2!

22fs21
, j→0 mPY, ~27!

cp
1

cp*
5

4&

3

~112fs!~12fs!

fs~6g121!22
, j→` mPY. ~28!

PRISM-mPY predicts no spinodal demixing at low enou
fs in athermal solvents. As observed from Fig. 1, the sp
odal boundaries shift monotonically to highercp /cp* as
Rg /R increases.8,10

Our present interest is to see if the O(cp) version of
PRISM predictions for the spinodal are qualitatively t
same as those of full PRISM theory. As discussed in Sec.
whenj@1 the first order correctionDĈss is negligible and
Eq. ~19! applies. By using Eqs.~9!, ~11!, and ~24! in Eq.
~19!, straightforward algebra yields an analytic express
for cp /cp* along the spinodal curve. Remarkably, we find t
result isexactly a factor of 2 belowthe full theory result of
Eq. ~27!! Hence, in the nanoparticle limit, there is only
modest quantitative correction due to all the higher orde
polymer concentration contributions which isindependentof
sphere volume fraction. The lower values of reduced po
mer concentration at the spinodal is expected, si
polymer–polymer repulsions stabilize the mixed phase.13,28

Comparison of the full and O(cp) spinodal boundaries is
shown in Fig. 1 over a range of polymer-to-colloid size r
tios. The qualitative trend of monotonically increasing fluid
fluid miscibility with increasingj is established even at th
simple O(cp) level. Differences between the perturbative a
full theories are a factor of 2 or less underall conditions
studied. The influence of higher order polymer–polymer
pulsions doesincreasewith colloid volume fraction. This
makes physical sense since the ability of coils to avoid e

FIG. 1. PRISM-mPY spinodal boundaries for an athermal solvent anj
50.14, 0.56, 2.83. Perturbative PRISM results are shown as thin da
lines, the extreme nanoparticle limit is the thick dashed line. The full PRI
results are shown as thin solid lines, the extreme nanoparticle limit is the
thick solid lines, and the extreme colloid limit is the thick dot-dashed lin
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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other in the free volume between particles decreases afs

increases. Regarding the incorrect spinodal predictions o
PSFV approach, we can definitively conclude it doesnot
fundamentally arise from higher order polymer–polymer
teractions or strong modification of colloidal structure a
free volume by depletion forces.

B. Role of solvent quality: Ideal versus athermal

Having established the quality of O(cp) PRISM predic-
tions compared with the full theory, we employ the nume
cally and analytically simpler lowest order method to furth
investigate the role of polymer–polymer interactions. O(cp)
spinodal predictions for the athermal good solvent and id
solvent cases are compared in Fig. 2. The primary trends
as follows.~i! At fixed j andfs , fluid–fluid demixing under
ideal solvent conditions always occurs at lower reduc
polymer concentration than in good solvents. The reduc
factor is;3 – 7 ~over a wide a range offs), with deviations
growing asRg /R increases.~ii ! At very high colloid volume
fractions, the ideal coil spinodals do shift down with increa
ing size asymmetryj. However, in contrast with the atherm
solvent behavior, at low and moderate colloid volume fra
tions the spinodal boundaries show a surprisingnonmono-
tonic shifting, or near constancy, as polymers increase i
size relative to colloids. This nonmonotonicity becom
more pronounced with decreasing colloid volume fractio
but is still weakly present up tofs;0.35– 0.4. Forj,1, the
spinodals first shift towards higher reduced polymer conc
tration ~improved miscibility! as j increases, and then re
verse with further increase ofj. Hence spinodal ‘‘curve
crossings’’ are predicted. This unexpected behavior has b
recently found in AO model simulations17 of an ideal
polymer–colloid system. Thus, O(cp) PRISM-mPY theory
captures a very subtle feature of ideal solvent phase beha
Preliminary experimental and full mPY numerical calcu
tions reveal an even stronger,fs-dependent, nonmonotoni
variation of demixing boundaries.35

FIG. 2. Perturbative PRISM-mPY spinodal boundaries under athermal g
solvent conditions~solid symbols! and ideal solvent conditions~empty sym-
bols! for j50.56 ~squares!, 1.41 ~triangles!, and 2.83~circles!. The inset
shows only the spinodals under ideal solvent conditions at high col
volume fraction, with the addition of thej50.14 ~diamonds! case.
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Since direct polymer–polymer interactions are absen
ideal solvents, the more complex response of the spinoda
size asymmetry and particle volume fraction must arise fr
a competition between polymer–sphere and sphere–sp
direct correlations. As shown in Sec. III, when the polyme
are comparable in size or larger than the particles, an
crease ofRg has less and less influence on local colloid
structure and theDĈss contribution becomes negligible rela
tive to C̃ps

0 2. Thus, the spinodal boundary is dominated
polymer–particle correlations~insertion chemical potential!

and simplifies to:cp
1/cp* ;1/(C̃ps

0 2cp* ). SinceC̃ps
0 2;Rg

4 for
j@1 and 1/cp* ;Rg

3 , the spinodal curve shifts down asj
grows. Using these results and Eqs.~9! and ~22! yields the
explicit result

cp
1/cp* 50.17~12fs!

2/~jfs!, ideal mPY0, j→`,
~29!

where the notation mPY0 refers to the lowest order m
PRISM theory. Equation~29! quantifies the scaling result
shown earlier in Eq.~23!.

In the j!1 colloidal regime, Eqs.~16! and ~20! imply
cp

1/cp* ;1/(D3fs(C̃ps
2 1DĈss)cp* ). Since C̃ps

0 2;2DĈss

;R6, we find that low-order analytic expansions inj do not
suffice to establish the qualitative trends due to cancellatio
Numerical calculations are required, and Fig. 2 shows
spinodals shift up asj increases in the colloid regime, oppo
site to the nanoparticle regime behavior. Hence, a reversa
the qualitative shifting of the demixing curves with siz
asymmetry in ideal solvents may be understood as a su
consequence of the change in scaling of thes–s and s–p
direct correlation functions with polymer and particle size

C. Role of conformational entropy in ideal solvents

The O(cp) PRISM-mPY predictions for ideal coils ar
compared to PSFV theory in Fig. 3. This comparison prim

od

d

FIG. 3. PSFV and perturbative PRISM-mPY spinodal boundaries un
ideal solvent conditions. PRISM-mPY results are shown forj50.14 ~thin
solid line with diamonds!, 0.56~dashed line with squares!, 2.83~dotted line
with circles!, and the corresponding PSFV predictions for the same ra
are shown without symbols. The thick solid line is the PSFV prediction
the extreme colloid limit. The inset shows the dense colloid regime in m
detail.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rily reveals the role of treating a polymer as a connec
chain with segmental conformational degrees of freedom
contrast to the complex nonmonotonic behavior of
PRISM-mPY spinodals, the PSFV theory predicts ph
separation boundaries shift monotonically downward w
increasingj. Hence, one can deduce the crucial importan
of treating a polymer as an open interpenetrating fractal
ject and not an impenetrable hard sphere. The PRISM s
odals also shift far less strongly with increasing size asy
metry ~a factor of ;2 for a factor of 20 change inj!,
compared to a much larger factor of;10– 20 by the PSFV
model which is due to the increasing overestimation of
polymer insertion chemical potential~or depletion attraction
between particles! asj increases.

It is also interesting to note that the PSFV model sp
odals are above their PRISM analogs for small polymers,
shift to well below for long polymers. This systematic di
ference has been previously documented in a comb
theory–experiment study of colloid concentration fluctu
tions in athermal solvents.18 The interpretation advanced wa
that for small polymers the PSFV model underpredicts de
tion attraction, since it ignores the additional conformatio
entropy gained by polymers leaving the spatial region nea
between colloids. But, for large polymers the PSFV rep
sentation of a chain as a hard sphere ignores the abilit
polymers to ‘‘wrap around’’ small particles, resulting in
strong overestimation of depletion attraction. Such comp
ing effects imply the existence of a narrow range ofj values
(;0.5) where the PSFV and PRISM predictions cross du
a cancellation of errors. Such ‘‘agreement’’ is fortuitous.

D. Influence of nonlocal entropic repulsion in ideal
solvents

Analytic results for the spinodal boundaries of mixtur
of ideal coils and hard spheres have been previously der
using the local PY approximation (l50). Comparison of
the PY and mPY predictions allows the influence of nonlo
entropic repulsion to be accessed within the common PRI
framework. In athermal solvents, the consequences are e
mous since PY~incorrectly! predicts miscibility under all
conditions due to its quantitative underprediction of dep
tion attraction.8,26,36 However, for ideal coils one expect
nonlocal entropic effects result in relatively modest corr
tions since phase separation of atomic mixtures is predi
by PY type theories under such strongly nonadditive
cluded volume conditions.37

Example comparisons of O(cp) spinodals are shown in
Fig. 4. The PY demixing curves always lie above their mP
counterparts due to the extra nonlocal entropic driving fo
for phase separation. The PY theory predicts a much stro
dependence on size asymmetry than the mPY. This is du
the reduction in importance of nonlocal entropic effects aj
increases.8,10A consequence of the latter behavior is that t
PY and mPY spinodals disagree less with increasingj, and
become identical in form asj→` limit ~see below!.

The trends suggested by the numerical results in Fig
can be understood based on analytic analysis. The full~all
orders incp) ideal coil PY spinodal is given by9,36
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cp
1

cp*
5

j

9

~112fs!
2

fs
F211A11

8

j2 S 12fs

112fs
D 2G , PY

~30!

which in the extreme limits simplifies to

cp
1/cp* 52&~12fs!~112fs!/~9fs!, j→0, PY

cp
1/cp* 5~4/9!~12fs!

2/~jfs!, j→`, PY.

~31!

~32!

The corresponding O(cp) PRISM-PY~PY0! spinodal
boundary can also be deduced9,35

cp
1

cp*
5
&

9

~12fs!
2~112fs!

fs~12fs!1fs~112fs!j/~2& !
, PY0.

~33!

The limiting O(cp) PY and PSFV spinodal boundarie
are given by

j→0,
cp

1/cp* 5&~12fs!~112fs!/~9fs!, PY0

cp
1/cp* 5~12fs!~112fs!/~12fs!, PSFV,

~34!

j→`,
cp

1/cp* 5~4/9!~12fs!
2/~jfs!, PY0

cp
1/cp* 5~12fs!

4/@j3fs~112fs!
2#, PSFV.

~35!

There are multiple interesting aspects of these anal
results. Consider first the relationship between mPY and
which reveals the role of nonlocal conformational entrop
~i! In contrast to the mPY prediction for ideal solvents, t
full and O(cp) PY results of Eqs.~30! and ~33! predict that
as j increases the spinodals shift monotonically downwa
~to lower cp /cp* ) for all colloid volume fractions. Thus, the
subtle nonmonotonic behavior found in the mPY theory i
consequence of nonlocal entropic restrictions on polym
conformational degrees of freedom near a hard particle.~ii !

FIG. 4. Perturbative PRISM-PY and -mPY spinodal boundaries for id
solvent conditions. The mPY results are shown forj50.14 ~thin solid line
with diamonds!, 0.56 ~dashed line with squares!, 2.83 ~dotted line with
circles!, and the PY results for the same ratios are shown without the s
bols. The thick solid line is the PY curve in the extreme colloid limit.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The PY spinodal approaches zero asj21 for large size asym-
metry (j→`), in agreement with PRISM-mPY in Eq.~29!.
~iii ! The full and perturbative PY spinodals become qual
tively identical in the large polymer limit. This is generical
expected for all theories for ideal coils since as size as
metry increases and the spinodal curves monotonically
crease towards zero, a lowest order in polymer concentra
treatment becomes exact.~iv! The O(cp) PY and mPY spin-
odals of Eqs.~35! and ~29! are identical in form in the j
→` limit, differing by a numerical prefactor;0.38. This is
presumably a consequence of the nonlocal entropic eff
having an intrinsic spatial range;D in this limit,9 which
becomes increasingly less important asj grows. Quantita-
tively, the mPY spinodal is lower than its PY analog due
the nonlocal entropy consideration.

Concerning connections between the PSFV and PRI
approaches we conclude the following.~v! As j→`,
PRISM-PY predicts the same qualitative trend as PS
theory in the sense that the spinodals of the latter also s
downward in an unbounded and monotonic manner asj in-
creases. However, the PSFV approach predicts the spino
approach zero as 1/j3, qualitatively much faster than th
PRISM-PY ~or mPY! prediction of 1/j. This difference re-
veals the large consequences of the ‘‘polymer' phantom
sphere’’ approximation.~vi! Remarkably, in thej→0 limit
the O(cp) PY and PSFV approaches predict spinodal bou
aries ofexactlythe same mathematical form@Eq. ~34!#, dif-
fering only by a modest numerical prefactor of;2. Perhaps
this is because for small ‘‘pointlike’’ polymers the intern
conformational degrees of freedom are notqualitatively im-
portant, and large colloids obviously cannot penetrate
polymer coil domain.Quantitatively, the PSFV spinodal lies
between the two integral equation theory curves. Whej
!1, the colloids become wall-like relative to the polyme
and neither PRISM-PY nor PSFV approaches account for
loss of polymer conformational entropy near a hard surfa

V. CONCLUSIONS

We summarize our findings by returning to the issu
raised in the Introduction.

~1! For athermal good solvents, analysis of the lowest or
in polymer concentration version of PRISM-mPY show
that the prior novel prediction8 of increased miscibility
with increasingRg /R is not fundamentally tied to physi
cal mesh formation nor strong polymer-induced collo
clustering. This is consistent with recent numeric
PRISM-mPY studies of polymer–particle and polyme
polymer structural correlations, which show a rema
ably weak dependence on polymer concentration.10 The
key is a proper treatment of the polymer second vir
coefficient B2,pp , which contains direct and colloid
induced contributions,both of which depend on size
asymmetry and particle volume fraction reflecting t
importance of how polymer chains organize in the em
space between particles.9 The qualitative error incurred
by the classic theories7,11 has been shown to arise from
neglect of this aspect. This conclusion is consistent w
the prior demonstration that use of the PRISM-mPY
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sertion chemical potential in the PSFV theory has
qualitative consequences on the~incorrect! spinodal
behavior.4

~2! The differences between athermal solvent spinodals
dicted by the full and lowest order PRISM theories a
modest, a factor;2 or less for all parameters. Highe
order contributions in polymer concentration stabili
the miscible phase in both athermal and ideal solve
and the common physical reason is clear. Increas
polymer concentration enhances the depletion attrac
between particles. This results in physical clustering
the particles, and hence more ‘‘free volume’’ in the mi
ture. The latter reduces the free-energy cost of add
more polymers, and hence delays phase separation.

~3! For ideal theta solvent conditions, the phase separa
behavior predicted by PRISM-mPY theory~at the sim-
plest perturbative level! is completely different forall
size asymmetries and colloid volume fractions th
found for athermal solvents. Hence, polymer–polym
repulsions have remarkably large consequences. FoRg

@R, the suspension miscibility does worsen with i
creasing size asymmetry, opposite to the athermal
vent behavior. However, intriguing and complex subt
ties are also predicted. Over a significant range
intermediate size asymmetries the spinodal curves
either nearly constant and/or display a nonmonoto
shifting ~at lowerfs) asj is varied. This behavior arise
due to a competition between polymer–particle a
particle–particle correlation contributions to the dem
ing condition which scale in different manners with si
asymmetry. Major differences between the PRISM p
dictions and those of the PSFV model are genera
found for all values ofj andfs . The deviations increase
with colloid volume fraction, and are systematic in si
asymmetry in that weaker~much stronger! depletion ef-
fects are predicted by the PSFV model than PRIS
theory in the colloid~nanoparticle! regimes.

~4! By comparing the PY and mPY versions of PRIS
theory the role of nonlocal conformational entropic e
fects was established under ideal solvent conditio
Qualitatively identical spinodal behavior is predicted
the extreme nanoparticle limit, and is also expected
the colloid limit, in sharp contrast to the athermal solve
case. This is due to the highly nonadditive nature
excluded volume effects if polymer–polymer intera
tions are ignored. However, the PY theory predicts
monotonic reduction of miscibility with increasingj,
and thus misses the nonmonotonic variations predic
by mPY and also seen in simulation.17 Hence, nonlocal
conformational entropy effects appear essential to c
ture the subtle aspects of ideal solvent phase behavi

Full numerical mPY theory calculations are report
elsewhere, along with complementary experimental ph
diagram and turbidity experiments.35 The curious nonmono-
tonic shifting of fluid–fluid boundaries predicted by pertu
bative mPY PRISM theory is enhanced when higher or
polymer concentration contributions are included.

PRISM is fundamentally a theory of structure. Pred
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tions for how site–site radial distribution functions and sc
tering structure factors depend on solvent quality are av
able and will be reported in future work. Such structu
information is essential input to microscopic dynamical a
proaches such as mode-coupling theory.30,38

Finally, the present work has two additional implic
tions. First, the demonstration that a perturbative PRIS
mPY theory is quite accurate compared to the full~much
more numerically intensive! version of the theory may pro
vide a computationally convenient basis for calculation
fluid–fluid and fluid–crystal binodals. Second, understa
ing the two extreme limits of athermal and ideal solve
provides a foundation to treat the general solvency situat
which promises to display even more subtle and comp
phase behavior.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL METHODS

The full PRISM-mPY matrix Eqs.~3! and~6! are solved
numerically using a Picard iteration scheme with a mixi
parameter to improve convergence.14 The central iterand is
the quantityG i j 5hi j 2Ci j . However, use of the field theo
retic thread polymer model@C̃pp(k)5Cpp# introduces modi-
fications to the iteration scheme which makes converge
more difficult. SinceCpp is a constant, a Newton–Raphso
~N–R! routine is embedded in the Picard iteration to enfo
the thread@gpp(r 50)# constraint for simultaneous calcula
tions of the coupled functionsC̃pp(k), Ĉss(k), andC̃ps(k).

In the O(cp) version of PRISM-mPY, the PRISM equa
tions may be decoupled and solved independently in the
der of sphere–sphere, polymer–sphere, and polym
polymer integral equations.Ĉss(rp→0) andC̃ps(rp→0) are
calculated using the Picard method, andCpp is determined
from the N–R method. Once these functions are found,
first-order correction termDĈss is then determined using th
Picard method.

In order to calculate the spinodal boundaries, highly
curate estimates of the values ofCpp , Ĉss(k50), C̃ps(k
50), DĈss(k50) are required because the solution of E
~8! is very sensitive to numerical subtraction errors. The
ter are reduced and characterized by~i! varying the error
tolerance defined for convergence, and~ii ! varying the grid
~spacing and system size! on which the calculations are pe
formed. A four-point Lagrange interpolation method is u
lized to compute thek50 values, and these errors are ne
ligible compared to the inherent errors of the numeri
algorithm. The overall errors of the numerical calculatio
are benchmarked by comparison to the~semi!analytic results
given for the athermal good solvent mixture.8,10 The fully
Downloaded 30 Aug 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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numerically determined spinodals are found to overestim
by less than 5% the~semi!analytic spinodals forRg /R
50.14– 2.83, with the errors largest at highcp andRg/R.
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